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Standard  and Bruiser Septic and Cistern Tank Additional Install Guidelines 
 
During dry conditions,  place the tank in the hole exactly where it needs to go and add  approx. 
6ò of water in it so it is still moveable then rotate the tank slightly back and forth to get the ribs to 
fully bed into the sand.  After bedding, ensure the tank is level side to side and end to end.   
Then,  fill the tank as you backfill so it will not move during backfilling.   Follow main instructions 
for backfilling process.   Ensure that manways and lids are all fastened in place during the 
backfilling process.    
 
VERY IMPORTANT:   Below Ground Tanks should never be placed in low-lying areas 
where surface water is draining toward and into the tank area as this can create high 
ground water levels directly around the tank which can collapse or otherwise damage the 
tank or the fitting connections 
 
Backfill tank with the material listed in the installation instructions and 1 foot at a time  while 
keeping water approx.  at the same level as the backfill  (or a bit ahead of)  height throughout the 
entire backfill process.   Compact each foot  starting  with the ends first and then sides  as equal 
as possible and again  ï  1 foot at a time.   Foot compact ï avoid use of compacting equipment. 
 
Ensure that absolutely no clay or mucky soil is used or mixed in with the backfill material. 
 
Ground water should be kept away from tank area by drainage at base level of tank  and ground 
cover should be sloped away from the top of the tank -  ie:  approx. 6ò higher over center of tank 
than the surrounding area so ground is sloped away in all directions to direct water away from the 
tank area.     
 
A vertical inspection pipe (4ò - 8ò dia. with removable cap on top)  or sump tube can be installed 
next to the tank if necessary for inspection of ground water level before pump-outs or dewatering 
with a pump if ever necessary. 
 
Following the main Installation Instructions as well. 
 
In case of partial collapse of tank from allowing water to fill in the tank excavation area after 
tank has been freshly back-filled   -  ie:  install tank on a Fri. and it rains over weekend and fills 
up tank excavation area:  
 
Best things to do at this point is to excavate the tank out fully and remove it from the hole (remove 
only if necessary to re-excavate and re-bed the tank as below)    Will likely be necessary to 
reshape the tank back to normal by placing on firm level 
surface and fill approx 1' with water  and pry up under ends to get bottom ribs to stretch back out 
from their compression and leave tank full for at least half day or so. 
 
Redo the base elevation leveling with minimum 6ò of coarse, loose and levelled sand (no sharp 
stones)  to bed the tank back into. 
Ensure excavation is 18 ï 24ò  wider and longer than the tank all the way around the tank. 
 
If the tank is free from buckling and creasing then it may be OK to reuse  but will no longer be 
covered by the manufacturerôs  warranty. 
 
Contact Barr with any questions. 
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